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APA Citation and Formatting Quick Guide - EasyBib Blog
This guide contains examples of common citation formats in APA (American Psychological Association) Style, based on the sixth edition (2009) of the Publication Manual. APA style is commonly used in the social sciences. Note: Citations with more than one line of text should have a hanging indent of 1/2 inch or 5 spaces.

Overview - APA Quick Citation Guide - Library Guides at ...
The citation of interviews depends on the nature of the interview. Third-party interviews: If the interview is in a form that is recoverable (e.g., a recording, transcript, published Q&A), use the reference format appropriate for the source in which the interview is available. Informational interviews: If you have interviewed someone for information about your topic and that person has agreed ...

Quick Answers—References
APA References Page. Below are a list of some of the most commonly used citation categories and examples of what information should be included in that citation, as well as how the information should be arranged.

APA Style Quick-Guide | Guides - The Writing Center

Citation Style Guide - Albin O. Kuhn Library and Gallery

APA Citation Style Quick Guide. 6 th Edition. Example of a typical APA Reference List. Click on the category to find out how to cite specific resources. How to construct a Reference List. Arrange entries in alphabetical order by the surname of the first author. Alphabetize letter by letter.

APA Quick Guide | WSU Libraries
THIS IS A QUICK GUIDE TO THE APA REFERENCING STYLE ... Refer to the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (6th ed.) for more information. When quoting directly or indirectly from a source, the source must be acknowledged in the text by author

APA Referencing - University of Waikato
MUN LIBRARIES APA STYLE (6th ed.) QUICK GUIDE CITATIONS WITHIN THE TEXT OF YOUR PAPER Give the author(s) and year of the source in parentheses: Early onset results in a more persistent and severe course (Kessler, 2003). Kessler (2003) found that early onset results in a more persistent and severe course.

MUN LIBRARIES APA STYLE (6th ed.) QUICK GUIDE
This page covers information related to this specific style and the official handbook was used as a reference, but this page is not associated with the American Psychological Association. Here’s a quick rundown of the contents of this guide on how to do APA format: A. Information related to writing and organizing your paper:
APA Format: Everything You Need to Know Here - EasyBib
Formally APA Style Central, Academic Writer is a digital library of quick APA guides and tutorials: - Learn - view videos and tutorials, test your APA knowledge with quizzes, and view sample papers, references, tables, and figures. - Research - view tutorials, search APA dictionaries, develop research ideas, plan and track your research, and manage your references.
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